
How to Fix Computer Not Recognizing Android Phone? 

 

While saving the data or transferring some files to the computer the user is 

required to connect his Android device with computer. And this can be done by the 

USB port of the computer. Connecting the Android device to a computer enables 

the user to transfer files, recover data, and creates a backup and much more. But 

sometimes it happens that the phone device does not get recognized in the 

computer and thus the user is unable to carry his tasks. This can happen due to 

many known and unknown reasons and can even lead to frustration to the user. 

This usually happens when the user has not connected USB properly or if USB is 

not in a good state.  

 

There can be many other reasons which lead to such a problem. And to know how 

to fix such an issue the user can read the following article further instead of 

contacting Computer tech support directly.  

 

Reasons behind Computer Not Recognizing Android Phone  

To fix the issue, the user shall first know the possible reasons behind the issue that 

they are facing. Hence, some of the possible reasons are mentioned below. 

 

 

1. The first reason that is creating the problem might be USB cable is not in 

good condition. This leads the Android device to connect and disconnect 

with the computer continuously.  

2. USB developer options are not enabled by the Android device. This restricts 

USB to get connected to a phone and computer.  

3. Another reason that can be considered is a computer USB port not in good 

condition.  

4. One of the reasons that can cause such an issue is due to driver issues with 

the computer and Android device.  

5. There can be many other reasons that may lead to such an issue and hence 

the user can restart his Android device as well as his computer and check if 

the issue is resolved or not.  

 

 

In case the issue is not resolved then he can follow the steps below.  

https://www.ithelpnumber.com/computer-support-near-me


 

 

Troubleshooting Ways to Fix Computer not Recognizing Android Device 

 

1. Change the USB if it is not in good condition. Or you can check the USB by 

plugging into another device if possible.  

2. From the mobile settings, turn on the developer options and check if the 

issue is resolved or not 

3. Get the computer’s USB port checked from the nearest repair expert which 

can be found by contacting Computer support representatives. 

 

So, in case any of the above steps do not work then the user is free to contact their 

respective computer support which is 24/7 active.    

 


